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From Inside the Beltway: CFPB and Dodd-Frank Act   
from Julia Gordon 

Greetings from Washington, DC, where every day brings a new controversy in
the form of an executive order, a cabinet nomination or a new tweet. Today, I'd
like to focus on two issues of particular interest.

First, the assault on the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the
Dodd-Frank Act began in earnest last week when President Trump issued by
executive order a set of "Core Principles for Regulating the United States

Financial System" that he says will help his plans to cut large portions of the Dodd-Frank Act. Dodd-
Frank is the landmark legislation passed after the financial crisis that established the CFPB, requires
mortgage lenders to confirm that a borrower had the ability to repay the loan, prohibits racial steering in
mortgages, and contains myriad other provisions protecting consumers from abusive and fraudulent
lending. 

The Congressional Republicans also introduced legislation that would eviscerate Dodd-Frank and
potentially hobble the CFPB by changing its leadership structure, making it subject to appropriations,
and even by limiting the number of employees that can work at the CPFB.

Second, the Senate moved ahead with the cabinet confirmation process for two nominees of particular
interest to those of us who work in housing: Steve Mnuchin, the nominee for Treasury Secretary, and
Ben Carson, who has been tapped for HUD secretary.

The nomination of Steven Mnuchin to head the Treasury Department has been particularly contentious,
in large part due to the track record of OneWest Bank, the bank that Mnuchin and several other
investors created from the remains of IndyMac, a failed savings-and-loan bank at the heart of the
subprime crisis. 

Like many other banks, OneWest foreclosed unnecessarily on many homeowners. During his
confirmation hearing, Mnuchin denied that OneWest engaged in "robosigning," but subsequently
evidence surfaced that the bank did indeed engage in this illegal and controversial practice. Senators
have also expressed concerns about his activities in the reverse mortgage and commercial lending
sectors, among other issues. 

Due to these concerns, Democrats took the highly unusual step of boycotting the committee vote on
Mnuchin's nomination. An absence of any Democrats at the hearing should have prevented the
nomination from moving to the Senate floor, but the Republicans suspended committee rules to permit it
to move ahead regardless. 

The Senate Banking Committee approved the nomination of Ben Carson to HUD by voice vote, with no
opposition, although several Democratic senators expressed reservations.  

No date for votes by the full Senate has yet been set for either nominee.

Here at NCST, we consider the Dodd-Frank lending protections as well as the CFPB to be critical to
establishing a safe mortgage market, and of course the heads of HUD and Treasury will also have



 

significant influence on our work. 

In future newsletters, NCST will continue to share information about the new Administration's actions that
may affect our industry's ability to provide safe, affordable housing and neighborhoods for our nation's
most vulnerable citizens. You are also welcome to be in touch with me anytime with questions or
concerns about happenings inside the Beltway.

Julia Gordon serves as Executive Vice President for NCST. 

Home Today, Home Tomorrow Competition - Memphis, TN Home Renovated for
United Housing, Inc.  

The Home Today, Home Tomorrow competition's first-place winning design, by IBI Group - Gruzen
Samton, was incorporated into a Memphis home, via local NCST community buyer - United Housing .
The finished home was given to a local 54-year old veteran, who was selected not only because of his
military service, but because of his desire to create a safe place to build his life and incorporate his
extended family, particularly his mother - whose disabilities, along with his current home's non-age-
friendly setup - make it difficult for her to visit him. The house and its universal design demonstrates just
how much your home can impact your quality of life.  

Check out Walter's story to learn more. 

This first-of-its-kind home adhering to the standard of "ageless
design" is part of a groundbreaking effort by AARP, AARP
Foundation, Home Matters, the Wells Fargo Housing Foundation,
and The Home Depot Foundation, which challenged architects
and designers through a nationwide competition to create new
standards in home design that allows people to stay in their
homes throughout their lives.  The goal of the design challenge is
to generate universal design for growing-in-place solutions and
remodel an attractive, adaptable, and affordable home that
speaks to and showcases livability, by promoting both

aesthetically- and functionally-appealing designs for better living.

Click here to learn more about the challenge. 

Thank you for your partnership and great work, United Housing! Your continued commitment to the
Memphis community helps restore our nation's affordable neighborhoods.

All Baltimore-area banks and minority-focused nonprofits 
are invited to attend this Symposium. 

FREE EVENT:
Baltimore African American Home Ownership & Equity Symposium 
 
When: February 10, 2017 | 1pm to 4pm ET
 
Where: Reginald F. Lewis Museum of Maryland African
American History & Culture, 830 E Pratt St, Baltimore, MD,
21202. Parking is provided free of charge. 
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A panel of Baltimore African American nonprofit leaders will interface
with senior staff from the Federal Reserve Board System, Federal
Reserve Bank of Richmond, Office of the Currency of the
Comptroller, FDIC, FHFA, and National Community Stabilization
Trust on the issue of and solutions for addressing highly-distressed
African American communities. The distress in these communities
is driven by tens of thousands of abandoned homes, a lack of
African American home ownership, a lack of home equity and the
needed development of African American-led and focused nonprofit
home builders. Access to affordable capital is a significant
component needed to rebuild these communities.  

RSVPs are appreciated - please email Danise1@verizon.net or pina@fmcrc.org;
however, you do not need to register in advance.
If you have any questions, please email Al Pina at pina@fmcrc.org.

Al Pina is the Chair/CEO of the Baltimore Minority Community Reinvestment Coalition (BMCRC)  
and Florida Minority Community Reinvestment Coalition (FMCRC).

Baltimore, Maryland is one of the focus markets for the Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative program.
  

FREE Webinar for Housing Counselors:
Freddie Mac Home Possible Mortgages 

Do you know about Freddie Mac's 3-5 percent down payment mortgages
that could be a better choice than an FHA loan for qualified low- to
moderate-income clients?

Find out more about Home Possible® mortgages - offered through Freddie
Mac's lender network - in an upcoming  FREE webinar.

Webinar dates are February 14 and March 1, with two webinars offered each day.

CLICK LINK TO REGISTER:
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/housingcounselors.html

If you have trouble with the registration link, or have other questions:
Freddie_Mac_Update_Call@FreddieMac.com.

Staff, Phone or Email Changes?

NCST Community Buyers: Had a recent staff change? Or updated your email
address or phone number? Please alert our Buyer Team to any changes so they
can update your records. To participate in our purchasing programs, it's very
important we have the correct contact information for you and your team. 

Please email updates to: Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org.

Cornerstone Webinar Series - Kicks Off This Month!

The Center for Community Progress is hosting a new monthly
webinar series. The series, called Cornerstone, features webinars
that equip you with the building blocks to understand and solve
tough challenges related to property vacancy, abandonment, and

deterioration.

The webinars will take place from Noon-1 pm ET on the fourth Thursday of each month.
Some are free, some have a small fee - invite your whole team!
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Feb. 10  
 

Baltimore African American Home Ownership & Equity
Symposium (contact: Al Pina)
      Rob Grossinger on panel   

Baltimore, MD

Feb. 14-17 MBA National Mortgage Servicing Conference & Expo Grapevine, TX

Feb. 20-24 NeighborWorks America NTI Seattle, WA   

Feb. 22-25 NH & RA Conference Bonita Springs, FL

Feb 29 - Mar. 2 NCSHA Legislative Conference Washington, DC.  

Check out the upcoming webinars: http://www.communityprogress.net/events-pages-32.php  
 

......For Community Buyers in Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative (NSI) Communities....

Need a refresher on the NSI Program Improvements? 
(Triage Offer Requests, Value Cap and Pricing Model)

Do you need a refresher for the three major updates to the NSI Program? Please click here for the .pdf
document that details the changes to the NSI triage offer value cap increase, NSI program value cap
Increase in Baltimore, Miami and New York/New Jersey MSAs, and Fannie Mae pricing model
adjustment.

For more information about the triage process, please review the Triage Overview training
presentation at: http://www.stabilizationtrust.org/buyer-resources.
 
NCST greatly appreciates your continued feedback on ways to improve the NSI program. If you
have any questions, please contact your SAM. 

FREE WEBINAR
The Cost of Residents' Financial Insecurity to City
Budgets: What Do We Know, and What Can Cities
Do?

Thursday, February 9, 2017 
1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. EST

Live webinar! Join the Urban Institute, Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund, CFED, National League
of Cities, and PolicyLink to learn new findings about the costs of financially insecure families for the
budgets of 10 cities and the local-level solutions that help move residents toward more secure financial
health. Previous Urban Institute research has shown that families with even a small amount of readily
available savings are less likely to be evicted, miss a housing or utility payment, or receive public
benefits when income disruptions occur. Panelists will discuss local-level programs in various cities
that address financial insecurity, noting both the successes and challenges moving cities and their
residents toward greater financial security. Finally, the panel will take questions from participants. 

REGISTER HERE
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2531434588162765569
 
Registration is required to attend this webinar. 
For inquiries regarding this event, please contact events@urban.org 

Industry Conferences & Events

NCST will attend and serve as panelists for a wide range of 2017 industry conferences and events. We
enjoy the opportunity to see and meet many of our partners on the road, as well as share our industry
knowledge. Visit our complete list of conferences on our website for updates.
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March 1-2 National Tax Lien Association Fort Lauderdale, FL 

March 2 Detroit Policy Conference Detroit, MI  

March 8-10 Housing California Sacramento, CA 

March 13-14 IL Governors Conf. on Affordable Housing     Chicago, IL 

March 23-23 SMITHs Research & Ratings: Affordable Housing Finance
Conf. 

New Orleans, LA 

March 27-29 NAHREP Housing Policy & Hispanic Lending Conf. Washington, D.C     
 

March 28-30 NCRC Annual Conference
      Julia Gordon on panel 

Washington, D.C  

March 29-30 Georgia Affordable Housing Coalition Conference Savannah, GA     

April 2-4 NLIHCs Housing Policy Forum & Leadership Award Washington, DC

April 5 Five Star Government Forum
      Julia Gordon on panel  

Washington, DC

                       
Do you know of a conference we should attend or where our team's knowledge about neighborhood
revitalization and housing policy can be shared? Please drop us a line.

Community Buyers - Share Your Stories

We know you've had some great accomplishments, and we'd like to share your
success stories and photos with other local providers and our Seller Partners. So
brag a little, and share your Buyer/Property Success Stories.

We're making it much easier for you - in REOTrack, when you submit
your final reporting, just click on the "Good Story Flag" box and we'll
take it from there. Or you can always email Sally or call her (number below)
and she'll work with you on your story.

If you have any questions, please contact Sally via email or phone: 214-710-3411. Thank you!

Industry Headlines
Below are recent, notable headlines regarding our
industry. 

Fannie Mae Backs Up Blackstone

http://www.dsnews.com/daily-dose/01-25-2017/fannie-
mae-backs-blackstone
A Fannie Mae spokesperson confirmed ... the country's largest owner of single-family
rental homes recently won its backing. The GSE agreed ... to backstop up to $1 billion in
debt from Blackstone Group's platform Invitation Homes, the first time a government
sponsored entity has agreed to guarantee the debt of an institutional owner of single-family
houses.
"This transaction is a great opportunity to continue to serve the growing single-family rental
market," said Pete Bakel, Financial and Executive Communications spokesman for
Fannie Mae. "Today, single-family homes account for more than 50 percent of the rental
market, offering individuals and families access to good neighborhoods, schools, and
employment centers. ...
Invitation Homes went public Monday with the filing of its S-11 form to the Securities
Exchange Commission. Invitation homes indicated in the filing it has elected to qualify as
a real estate investment trust (REIT) for U.S. federal income tax purposes. Invitation
Homes plans to become a Maryland corporation after the completion of the offering,
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according to the filing. ... The company said in its filing that it spent roughly $1.2 billion in
renovating the homes in its portfolio, at an average of approximately $25,000 per home. ...
However, not all response to the news of Fannie Mae's action was favorable.
Robert Grossinger, President of the non-profit National Community Stabilization Trust,
said he was confused by the GSE's decision. "These investors so far have had no
trouble financing the purchase of tens of thousands of homes without government
support," Grossinger said. "But if Fannie Mae determines that a taxpayer subsidy of the
private sector is necessary, at the very least the arrangement with Invitation Homes
should contain provisions that strengthen protections for tenants living in these homes,
support affordability, and prohibit the predatory rent-to-own and installment contract
arrangements that are becoming increasingly common in the single-family rental
market."

Life, death and demolition [Baltimore]

http://wapo.st/2l1NKxTo  (Watch the accompanying video)
It is estimated that there are 17,000 vacant houses in Baltimore. The city is tearing down
some of them, but what does that mean for the history of these places and the people who
once lived in them? The nine rowhouses a few blocks from Johns Hopkins Hospital stood
for more than a century, through waves of immigration, two world wars, the upending of the
city's economy and a shift in its racial makeup. The arched windows along the 900 block
of North Bradford Street reflected both the boom and the decline of a great American city:
the prosperous midcentury, when all nine households could afford the Formstone that
covered their brick fronts; the tumult of 1968, when residents could smell the smoke from
nearby riots; the white flight that would open the street to African Americans and the drug
wars that would drive many of them away. Since it was built on an old brickyard in 1905
by the "two-story king of East Baltimore," hundreds of people have called the block home.
But only one of them was there to see that history end.
Mable Olds, 69, the last resident of 936 N. Bradford, was on hand to see the government-
paid excavator roll up to the house where she - and many mothers before her - had raised
her family. ... She was not the only one uncertain about the intentional destruction she was
about to witness. Baltimore, like Detroit and other aging American cities plagued by
abandoned housing, is spending millions of dollars tearing out blighted pieces of itself in
the hope that, like a pruned tree, the rest of the city will bloom.
As Maryland's largest city has dwindled from a peak population of 950,000 in 1950 to
about 620,000 today, the receding tide has left behind 17,000 boarded-up houses and
buildings, unoccupied, unwanted and unstable. They are scattered throughout the city,
with major concentrations on the east side, as well as in battered West Baltimore, where
25-year-old Freddie Gray's death from an injury suffered in police custody triggered riots
in 2015. ....
In a growing city, a vacant house is an asset. In a shrinking one, it is a menace. The
empty yard becomes a dump; plywood sheets do little to keep out squatters, drug
dealers, prostitutes and arsonists. Fires started in abandoned buildings cause $900
billion in property damage and kill 45 people a year, according to the U.S. Fire
Administration. Worse, blight is contagious. An abandoned house saps the property value
of its neighbors and can trigger more decay. ... The country's inventory of abandoned
homes grew by more than 4.5 million between 2000 and 2010, fueled by the foreclosure
crisis. Rust Belt mayors, confronted with neighborhoods that looked like deserted movie
sets, started talking less about growth and more about "right-sizing." Akron and Toledo,
Ohio; Flint, Mich.; Buffalo and other cities began demolishing vacant structures as an
alternative to managing them. Detroit has torn down almost 11,000 using more than $580
million from the federal government's Hardest Hit Fund, a program targeting the states
most stricken by foreclosures. ...

OCC Releases CRA Evaluations for 20 Financial Institutions 

http://bit.ly/2lrsxhN
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency recently released a list of Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) performance evaluations that became public last month. Of the
20 bank evaluations made public, two of them were rated "outstanding" while the other 18
were rated "satisfactory." The list includes evaluations that became public during the
month of January 2017 and includes national banks, federal savings associations, and
insured federal branches of foreign banks that have received ratings, according to the
OCC. The possible ratings are outstanding, satisfactory, needs to improve, and
substantial noncompliance. HSBC Trust Company and United Community Bank of
Lawrenceburg, Indiana were rated as "outstanding." None of the entities received ratings of
"needs to improve" or "substantial noncompliance."
The Community Reinvestment Act designed to encourage commercial banks and savings
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associations to help meet the needs of borrowers in all segments of their communities,
including low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. The Act prohibits the denying or
increasing the cost of banking to residents of racially defined neighborhoods, better known
as redlining, according to the OCC's website. The Act instructs the appropriate federal
financial supervisory agencies to encourage regulated financial institutions to help meet
the credit needs of the local communities in which they are chartered, consistent with safe
and sound operation. To enforce the statute, federal regulatory agencies examine banking
institutions for CRA compliance, and take this information into consideration when
approving applications for new bank branches or for mergers or acquisitions.
For a list of all of the entities whose ratings were made public this month, click here. A
searchable list of all public CRA evaluations can be accessed through the OCC's
website by clicking here.
 

Akron Has a New Plan to Boost Its Shrinking Population

http://bit.ly/2kTduQ
Akron, Ohio, will not be the subject of your think-piece on midwestern Rust Belt decline,
thank you very much. "A shrinking cities model of mothballing infrastructure and relocating
residents will not serve us well," the city's planning and development director Jason
Segedy writes in a new report called "Planning to Grow Akron." The plan ... is designed to
grow the city's tax base by boosting market-rate housing to attract middle- to high-income
residents. One of its end goals: to boost Akron's population from 198,000 to 250,000 by
2050.
According to Cleveland.com, "City officials hope to raise property values, draw more
students to the University of Akron and and diffuse the cost of public improvements by
spreading them out across a larger residential base." Officials laid out a variety of
strategies to accomplish this growth, including: Recommending citywide property tax
abatement to spur development of new housing construction and housing rehabilitation;
Developing neighborhood-based plans to create nodes of activity and increased
walkability; Promoting downtown housing as an alternative to vacant office space;
Increasing the utilization of the Summit County Land Bank for acquisition of property,
demolition and land-banking in targeted areas. ...
In 2008, a Brookings Institution paper pointed to Akron as a model of "how cities could
recover from the decline of their city's primary economic engine." But in 2016, things
didn't look so bright for the Ohio city - and another report showed struggles with
employment, housing and the economic life of downtown. ...

Gentrification Has Virtually No Effect on Homeowners - The risk of
displacement falls largely on renters

http://bit.ly/2kjBrNS
Gentrification is the hottest of hot-button urban issues. Many activists and critics see it as
essentially a process by which more affluent and educated white newcomers displace
poorer, working-class black residents. But those who have studied the subject closely,
like Columbia University urban planner Lance Freeman, believe that the issue of
displacement is more myth than reality. ...
Now a recent study by Isaac William Martin and Kevin Beck in Urban Affairs Review
helps deepen our understanding of the issue of displacement. It's the first study I've come
across that separates out the effects of gentrification on renters versus homeowners. ... The
study essentially uses data on residential moves from the U.S. Census Panel Study of
Income Dynamics (PSID) to track the differential effects of gentrification on renters versus
homeowners over the three-decade period from 1980 to 2010. "Gentrifying
neighborhoods" are defined as tracts where average housing prices increased and where
the increase in the share of college-educated adults exceeded the increase for the county.
"Potentially gentrifying neighborhoods" are those where median incomes are lower than
the county average and the housing is older than average.
To get at displacement-where residents move out of a neighborhood due to increased
housing prices, the study also distinguishes between voluntary and involuntary moves. ...
The study generates three big takeaways which update and extend our understanding of
gentrification and displacement.

Renters are nearly two times more likely to be displaced by gentrification than
homeowners.  ...
Gentrification has virtually no effect on homeowners' moves. ...
Property taxes do not increase displacement.  ...

The big takeaway is that gentrification has a much bigger effect and poses far bigger
risks for renters, who tend to have lower incomes, are subject to rising rents, and can be
evicted from their apartments. ...
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Mayor Rahm Emanuel Announces Pilot Program to Develop Vacant Homes
in Areas of Need of Investment and Jobs (Press Release)

Program Will Encourage Private Development of Vacant Homes by Local
Contractors, Investors and Developers
Mayor Rahm Emanuel today announced a pilot program to acquire and rehabilitate vacant
homes in Chicago neighborhoods that need investment and jobs. The program will create
opportunities for local businesses while supporting affordable homeownership. "This pilot
program is a win-win-win, it creates employment opportunities for at-risk youth, supports
community stability and turns vacant homes from community burdens into neighborhood
strengths," Mayor Emanuel said. "By working with local contractors and developers, the
pilot initiative will help support community improvement and homeownership, while
driving neighborhood economic development."
Through the pilot program, the City is investing $2 million in a capital fund for
neighborhood contractors, investors and developers to rehab vacant homes in designated
communities. Support for the program will come from surplus funds initially designated for
the property tax rebate program. The program will work with community partners to
facilitate acquisition of the properties, finance the renovations, and generate employment
opportunities for at-risk youth to maintain the homes until they are rehabilitated and sold. ...
The pilot project is expected to create approximately 200 jobs renovating an estimated 50
single-family or two-flat homes in target areas. Additional details will be announced when
the program is introduced to the City Council in the coming months.
"Affordable homeownership and jobs are the keys to strengthening a community," Calvin
Holmes, President of CCLF said. ... The program builds on existing City programs like the
Forfeiture Program, which allows the City to file a petition in the Circuit Court of Cook
County based on dangerous and hazardous conditions that have not been addressed, and
request that the property be forfeited to an eligible third party, such as a non-profit group or
new owner that has demonstrated financial means to rehabilitate the property. Nearly 75
buildings that once stood vacant and abandoned are now revitalized and are again part of
Chicago's housing stock.

Fair Housing Faces an Uncertain Fate

Two bills have already proposed doing away with a new HUD rule, following a long
tradition of opposing proactive desegregation.
http://bit.ly/2l5yDUm
The young year of 2017 has so far offered such a blizzard of political craziness that some
less-spectacular developments have gone relatively unnoticed. One such story: The
current machinations in Congress to undercut-yet again-a common-sense regulation to
promote racial integration. On January 11, GOP senator Mike Lee from Utah and former
presidential candidate Marco Rubio introduced a bill called the "Local Zoning Decisions
Protection Act of 2017." The legislation seeks to nullify the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering
Fair Housing rule, which gives concrete guidance to entities receiving federal funds on
how to proactively dismantle historical patterns of housing segregation-a requirement of the
Fair Housing Act of 1968. A similarly titled bill on the House side, spearheaded by
Representative Paul Gosar of Arizona, goes further: It asks to scrap the accompanying
mapping tools that helps local communities identify patterns of racial segregation.

Via Bill H.R. 482: Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no Federal funds
may be used to design, build, maintain, utilize, or provide access to a Federal
database of geospatial information on community racial disparities or disparities
in access to affordable housing.

That this rule and the accompanying tool will be rescinded is a very likely possibility
under this administration, especially given that Ben Carson, incoming secretary of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, subscribes to the age-old maxim that
regulating against housing discrimination amounts to "social engineering." But that would
be a disservice-not just to poor communities of color that are cut off from accessing the
many benefits of living in high-opportunity neighborhoods, but for city residents as a
whole. ...
In 2012, journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones traced the history of the Fair Housing Act all the
way back to George Romney-Mitt's father-who headed HUD during the Nixon
administration. The law basically did two things: First, it prohibited discrimination in
housing policy and practice, and second, it asked that federal agencies "affirmatively
further" fair housing. In other words, it asked the government to take an intentional
approach toward racial integration.  ...
Enter the AFFH rule, which Barack Obama's HUD floated in 2013. In 2015, shortly after
the Supreme Court ruled that housing policies that inadvertently hurt minorities were just
as bad as those that explicitly discriminated, HUD went ahead and formalized the AFFH
rule. Emily Badger explained how the rule worked at the time in The Washington Post: The



new rules, a top demand of civil-rights groups, will require cities and towns all over the
country to scrutinize their housing patterns for racial bias and to publicly report, every
three to five years, the results. Communities will also have to set goals, which will be
tracked over time, for how they will further reduce segregation. ...

Distressed Sales Still Sliding 

http://www.dsnews.com/daily-dose/01-25-2017/distressed-sales-still-sliding
Distressed sales dropped by 2.9 percentage points year-over-year since October 2015,
according to a report released Wednesday by CoreLogic. Principal Economist Molly
Boesel with CoreLogic said distressed sales, of which REO sales made up 5 percent and
short sales made up 2.6 percent in October 2016, fell to 7.7 percent that month: the
lowest distressed sales share for any month since October 2007.
"At its peak in January 2009, distressed sales totaled 32.4 percent of all sales with REO
sales representing 27.9 percent of that share," Boesel said. "The pre-crisis share of
distressed sales was traditionally about 2 percent. If the current year-over-year decrease
in the distressed sales share continues, it will reach that "normal" 2-percent mark in mid-
2018."
She said all but eight states recorded lower distressed sales shares in October 2016
compared with a year earlier. Maryland led with the largest share of distressed sales of
any state at 18.6 percent, followed by Connecticut at 18.3 percent, Michigan at 17
percent, New Jersey at 15.8 percent, and Illinois at 14.7 percent. ...

Renter Hell, Part 1: Billions for squalor (Part 1 of 4 in a series)

http://www.app.com/story/insider/extras/2016/12/30/renter-hell-part-1-billions-
squalor/96011730/
Jean Norde just wanted a decent place to live for his wife and kid. But their basement
apartment on Asbury Park's east side had a severe roach infestation. On his way home
from work one day last April, he got a call from his wife saying the roaches were
overtaking their apartment, ... Norde stopped by a local store and picked up some
insecticide. He sprayed heavily all over the apartment in a desperate effort to rid the home
of the invading pests. A window was open to release the fumes. Air blew in, mixing with
the insecticide vapors. The stove's pilot light did the rest, setting off a massive explosion
that blew out the windows and bent the front door. ... Norde, his wife and their toddler
narrowly escaped harm. The roaches, as seen after the blast, survived.
In New Jersey, tens of thousands of children and families - in both private and
government-subsidized housing - live in crumbling apartments infested with cockroaches,
rats, mold, or worse. These conditions have deteriorated in recent years as lax oversight
and billions of dollars of government rent subsidies have allowed negligent landlords to
skirt accountability ...
Rental housing in the state has two worlds: dilapidated, inadequate housing mostly for low-
income earners, often supported by the government; and secure, clean, reliable housing
for those who can afford it. The Press' review of thousands of federal and state documents
shows a system that allows landlords to hide behind LLCs - ... Inspection lapses, slack
enforcement of housing laws and blacklisting of tenants who exercise their legal rights to
take a bad landlord to court have made renting a hellish ordeal for many of the state's 2.9
million apartment dwellers - a third of New Jersey's residents. ...
Low-income renters are disproportionately affected by substandard housing, according to
the federal American Housing Survey. In northern New Jersey, nearly 25 percent of low-
income rental households reported having rodents in 2013. The federal government has
spent more than $250 billion in the last decade to help house low-income families, seniors
and veterans pay rent across the country. That includes $30 billion nationally in 2016 and
$1.3 billion in New Jersey. ... The rental housing stock - even units receiving government
assistance - is degrading rapidly, Census data and federal inspection reports reviewed
by the Press show.  ...
Renters across the country struggle with the same problems facing New Jersey. Mallach
says there's not a state in the union that has a firm handle on these issues, and many are
lagging far behind New Jersey's flawed system. Landlord advocates say nearly all rental
property owners in the state take care of their properties. Truly bad landlords are few and
far between, they say. Many landlords complain that bad tenants can quickly wreck units
through neglect or malice, and it can take months to evict a bad renter. ...
In northern New Jersey, minorities and those living under the poverty line are
disproportionately affected by substandard housing, the American Housing Survey shows.
... But it's not just low-income minorities who suffer in New Jersey's rental housing. ...
Nationally, there isn't a single state, metropolitan area or county where a full-time worker
earning the prevailing minimum wage can afford a two-bedroom apartment without
spending more than 30 percent of their income on housing, a standard benchmark of



affordability. ...
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Sending an email to an NCST team member? Please include the
team email box. This ensures a timely response to your email in case your
primary contact is out of the office.

Desk@StabilizationTrust.org - property transaction questions and assistance
ReoTrack@StabilizationTrust.org - post-closing questions and assistance 
Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org - questions about program guidelines, target areas, and additional
programs
NewBuyer@StabilizationTrust.org - for more information about becoming an NCST buyer

Don't Forget to Share Your Buyer Stories with NCST!
Click the "Good Story Flag" when you complete your REOTrack Reporting or email Sally. 

About NCST: The National Community Stabilization Trust (NCST) is a non-profit organization that works
to restore vacant and abandoned properties to productive use and protect neighborhoods from blight.
Our programs facilitate the rehabilitation of vacant but structurally sound homes, enable safe, targeted
demolition when necessary, and support creative and productive re-use of vacant land.
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